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 Introduction to Mocolo 

Mocolo has been sometimes defined a “camera sensor”, since its business is monitoring video 

streams in order to “detect interactions”.  

It isn’t exactly a blob tracking application; it’s more appropriate to define it a “presence and 

motion detector” – the name “Mocolo” 
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e data to client applications – OSC 

s a Windows application, but 

eo sources at the same time and send analysis results 

to many different client applications. 

Features 

es a thread for each processed video source, thus allowing an efficient use of 

ieve good accuracy and low CPU 

consumption (See later Granularity and Drop Frames). 

Applications 

le of

 someone walks inside user-defined areas, events are 

ttracted by standing visitors, and 

flee from fast moving people.  

comes from the words “Motion” and 

“Oculus”. 

It has been developed keeping in mind the 

needs of interactive exhibits. It is a stand-

alone Windows application which can delive

realtim

(OpenSound Control) packet formatting is 

used. 

Note: Mocolo i

can send data to any application running on any platform. 

Mocolo can monitor many different vid

Mocolo instantiat

multicore CPUs. 

Every source analyzer can be configured in order to ach

Mocolo has been used in a variety of projects. Here are a coup

Area based interaction: a roof mounted camera shoots the 

floor. When

 samples. 

triggered. 

Interactive particle systems: a particle system on the floor 

reacts to visitors. Particles are a
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Image analysis concepts 

Video sources and frame analyzers 

Mocolo works with video sources, i.e. any DirectShow compliant video capture device. Each 

video source monitored is connected to a frame analyzer which processes the frames in the 

video stream. The results of frame analysis processa are: 

• Presence centers 

• Motion centers 

• COGs (Centers of Gravity) 

• Interaction areas statuses 

Presence 

The aim of the presence detection process is to “find places in the video frame where there’s 

something”. This is done comparing each frame in the video stream with a given reference 

frame. In the case of a camera shooting a room, the reference frame should be a picture of 

the empty room. If someone enters the room, by comparing every frame with the reference 

frame, Mocolo can tell where the person is – better: Mocolo can tell where in the video frame 

“there are presences”. 

   

Reference frame (left) and current frame with presences (right) 

Presence Buffer 

The comparison between frames is made pixel by pixel – i.e. pixel at (x, y) in the current 

frame is compared with pixel at (x, y) in the reference frame. The result of the comparison is 

stored in the presence buffer.  

If the two pixels “differ enough”, pixel at (x, y) in the presence buffer is set to white, else it is 

set to black: 

 

 



 

If  Abs(CurFrameLuma(x, y) - RefFrameLuma(x, y)| > threshold) 

 PresenceBufferLuma(x, y) = 255;  

// white 

Else 

 PresenceBufferLuma(x, y) = 0;  

// black 

 
 

A white pixel in the presence buffer is a presence pixel.  

The comparison is based on a threshold value, allowing the user to set the sensitivity of the 

presence detection process. 

   

A figure detected as a set of presence centers – and as seen in the presence buffer. 

   
The same figure stored in the presence buffer using a threshold 

too low (left) or too high (right). 
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Presence centers 
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ll. 

The result of the presence detection process is a list o presence 

centers. The process splits the video frame in a grid: “presence 

is sought” inside every cell, and the presence center indicates 

the barycentre of presence pixels in the ce

Presence centers are sets of three values: x, y, w. The first two 

quantities are the coordinates, and w is the weight of the center 

– i.e. the amount of “presence pixels” found in the given cell. 

The Grid 

The grid splits the captured video frames in squared cells, each of them to be analyzed in 

order to find presence and motion. The size of the cells can be changed. Lower values allow a 

better accuracy with interaction areas (see later). Wider sizes can be fit for different kind of 

uses (see samples). 

         

The effect of different grid sizes on presence detection. 

Motion 

The motion detection process is very similar to presence detection process: the difference is 

that every frame is compared to the previous, instead of the reference frame – and the result 

of the comparision is stored in the motion buffer.  

In the places where the consecutive frames “differ enough”, there Mocolo finds motion. The 

output of this process is a list o motion centers.  

   

Motion centers are computed against the content of the motion buffer. 

 



 

Reference frame time drift 

A common situation is Mocolo monitoring a camera shooting a room, seeking for presence. 

The process is based on a reference frame which pictures the empty room. If the current 

frame “differs enough” from the reference frame, a presence is detected in the current frame. 

But what if the two frames differ only because of a change in the lighting? A frame taken at 

the empty room in the morning will differ from a frame taken in the afternoon or in the 

evening. 

The reference frame is subject to a time drift. 

A new reference frame can be taken manually every time the user decides so. 

Another example can be the room getting dirt, or similar. For instance: 

     

The drawing is recognized as a group of presence centers. This can be easily resolved 

acquiring now a new reference frame. 

   

On the lefts, the new reference frame. This way the drawing “officially becomes part of the 

background”, and isn’t noticed by Mocolo anymore. 

Reference frame auto-take 

Mocolo offers a method to deal with reference frame time drift. If enabled to do so, the 

application tries to acquire new reference frames on a timer-based logic. The timer interval is 

user defined. Each time the timer expires a new reference frame is taken. Each time some 

amount of motion is found in the video frame the timer is reset. 

This strategy avoids Mocolo taking reference frames containing the image of visitors. 

It also deals fine with situations where the scene shoot by the camera is subject to some 

changes – for instance when a light is switched on or off. 
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Analysis results 

The results of the frame analysis are both displayed in the user interface (as analysis 

artefacts) and sent to client applications. 

Interaction areas status 

An interaction area is a polygon the user can draw on the video frame; the analyzer checks if 

any presence (or motion) takes place inside the area and determines the area’s interaction 

status (ON or OFF). Interaction areas behaves like “virtual triggers”. 

     

On the left, the reference frame for this scene, on the right two areas defined to match the 

yellow sheets. 

   

Area zero becomes ON when any presence is detected inside its perimeter. 

Remember that the hit test is performed on presence/motion centers. Sometimes a figure is 

“almost on an interaction area”, but no corresponding presence center falls in the area. This 

leads to a “false negative”. Reducing the grid’s cell size avoid this phenomena when greater 

accuracy is needed. 

You should also keep in mind that everything we’re talking about 

is based on optics, thus Mocolo has no way to tell whether a 

pixel belongs to a figure or to it’s shadow, thus interaction areas

can be interacted by shadows – or lights, of cour

 

se. 
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Presence data 
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ys 

Presence data consists of the list of presence centers found in 

the frame (coordinates and weights). Presence data is alwa

represented using green artefacts.  

Motion data 

Motion data consists of the list of motion centers found in the 

frame (coordinates and weights). Motion data is always 

represented using red artefacts.  

 

COGs 

COG is the acronym of Center of Gravity – i.e. barycentre. Mocolo computes the COG of both 

presence and motion centers in the frame. 

   

COGs are useful to track a presence only if a single body is present in the frame. If two or 

more bodies are present, the COGs will behave as expected by barycentres. 

Data transmission 

The analyzer’s results are sent to client application –  running on the same machine as Mocolo 

or on another machine. The “target” application is defined by an IP address and a port 

number. 

An ID number is embedded in every OSC packet sent by Mocolo, allowing the client application 

to determine which Mocolo Analyzer sent the packet. This can be useful since many Mocolo 

Analizers can send their data to the same client application. 

 

Note: every coordinate appearing in the packets is normalized, i.e. value ranges between 0.0 

and 1.0, no matter the resolution of the camera being monitored. 

All the weights are normalized too – the whole frame weights 1.0. 
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Packets format 

Data packets are formatted using OSC (OpenSound Control) protocol.

Interactive Area Status packet format 

• OSC Address: "mocolo2.0-areas" 

• Integer: Analyzer ID 

• Integer: Frame number 

• Integer: N = number of interaction areas 

• Integer: status of area 0 

• Integer: status of area 1 

• … 

• Integer: status of area N-1 

Presence Data packet format 

• OSC Address: "mocolo2.0-presence" 

• Integer: Analyzer ID 

• Integer: Frame number 

• Integer: N = number of centers 

• Float: Coordinate X of center 0 

• Float: Coordinate Y of center 0 

• Float: Weight of center 0 

• … 

• Float: Coordinate X of center N-1 

• Float: Coordinate Y of center N-1 

• Float: Weight of center N-1 

Motion Data packet format 

• OSC Address: "mocolo2.0-motion" 

• Integer: Analyzer ID 

• Integer: Frame number 

• Integer: N = number of centers 

• Float: Coordinate X of center 0 

• Float: Coordinate Y of center 0 

• Float: Weight of center 0 

• … 



 

• Float: Coordinate X of center N-1 

• Float: Coordinate Y of center N-1 

• Float: Weight of center N-1 

COGs packet format 

• OSC Address: "mocolo2.0-presence" 

• Integer: Analyzer ID 

• Integer: Frame number 

• Float: Coordinate X of Presence COG 

• Float: Coordinate Y of Presence COG 

• Float: Weight of Presence COG 

• Float: Coordinate X of Motion COG 

• Float: Coordinate Y of Motion COG 

• Float: Weight of Motion COG

Testing transmission 

The Mocolo Test Client application is provided in order 

to test the data sent by Mocolo. 

A quick overview 

UDP port: write the port number the application 

listens to (the IP addres, obviously, being the same of 

the machine the application is running onto). Press 

Open to start listening to incoming packets. 

Background: to select black or white background. 

Draw: allows to select which artefacts the application 

draws. 

Stream id/frame: the stream number being 

received and the frame number. 

Areas: the areas status string. In the sample Mocolo is handling five areas (area 0 to 2 are 

OFF, area 3 and 4 are ON). 
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Keystone correction 

When the camera isn’t exactly orthogonal to the area being shot, 

a perspective error is introduced – thus a rectangular area 

becomes a trapezium in the video frame. In many situations this 

hardly is a problem, but sometimes it is. The keystone correction 

feature allows to rectify this bias. 

Keyston correction is configured shaping a quadrilateral mask on the video frame – i.e. 

dragging their vertexes.  

 

     

An example of keystone correction.  

 

Keyston correction is implemented in a very general way, and allows also to crop, rotate and 

reflect the video stream in realtime. 

 

       

Rotation and reflection. 
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Window structure 

The application’s main window is divided in three 

areas. 

Sources & configurations: presents a summary of 

the monitored sources and allows to configure them. 

Analyzer’s parameters: presents the user interface 

of the current source’s analyzer. 

Visual output: visual output of all the monitored 

sources. 

Sources & configurations window 

This section groups some heterogeneous UI elements. 

The size of the source & configuration of this area can be changed dragging its bottom line up 

and down. 

Configuration 

Load: lets the user load a “.ooo” file (Mocolo  “Mocolo”) 

containing a Mocolo configuration. 

Save: lets the user save the current configuration in a “.ooo” file. 

Reset: rolls back Mocolo to the default configuration – no video sources defined, analyzers 

parameters set to default values. 

Note: you don’t have to explicitly handle configurations, since each time Mocolo shuts down it 

saves the current configuration and loads it next time it starts.  

Sourced 

Add: adds a new video source to the pool of 

monitored sources. 

Edit: allows to change the video source’s configurations. 

Remove: removes the selected video source. 

Copy: allows to copy the current video source’s analyzer configuration onto all other video 

sources. 

Misc 

Options: allows to edit some application’s parameters. 

About: exactly what you expect. 
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Analyzer’s parameters window 

The window can be scrolled using its scroll bar or using the mouse wheel, or else you can drag 

up and down the background of the window. 

Keystone correction 

Correct: check this box to let Mocolo perform 

keystone correction. 

Set up: press this button to enter the bring up the 

keystone correction mask. Modify the mask dragging around its vertexes – you can also drag 

around the whoile area. 

Reset: restores the default keystone correction mask. 

Ok & Cancel: to confirm or reject the keystone correction mask. 

Frame Background 

This group of controls allows to select the 

background the source analyzer will output. 

Current frame: the background will be the last 

analyzed frame. 

Solid black: the background will be a black rectangle – useful when in need to see clearly 

only the analysis artefacts (see later). 

Presence buffer: the background will be the content of the presence buffer. This option 

allows to perform a fine tuning of the presence detection process, especially while choosing a 

value for the luminance threshold (see later). 

Motion buffer: the background will be the content of the Motion buffer. This option allows to 

perform a fine tuning of the motion detection process, especially while choosing a value for the 

luminance threshold (see later). 

Reference frame: the background will be the reference frame – sometimes you’ll need to 

take a look at it. 

Visuals 

Here you can choose which analysis artefacts you 

want to display in the output window, on top of the 

selected background.  

Grid: the frame analysis is based on a grid which can 

be made visible or kept hidden. 
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Presence centers: to show/hide the presence centers –  represented by green circular 

symbols.     

 

Motion centers: to show/hide the motion centers –  represented by red X-shaped symbols. 

 

Presence Center of Gravity: shows or hides the barycentre of the whole presence buffer. 

 

Motion Center of Gravity: shows or hides the barycentre of the whole motion buffer.  

 

Interaction areas: shows or hides the interaction areas. 

 

Analysis engine 

The parameters in this section affect the whole frame 

analysis process especially from the raw performance 

point of view – i.e. the “amoun of CPU Mocolo 

requests to perform its duty. 

Grid cell width: allows to change the size of the grid’s cells – thus changing the number of 

the cells too. Small cells means large OSC packets (one center for each cell is sent). 

Granularity: this parameter affects the actual number of pixel being analyzed in the frame. A 

value of 1 means every pixel is analyzed. A value of 2 means ine pixel out of a square of 2x2 
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pixels is analyzed, an so on – i.e. one pixel is analyzed out of a square of granularity X 

granularity pixels. 

 

       

Above: current frame and corresponding presence buffer at granularity values of 1 to 3, 

 

Raising the granularity value lightens the analysis process at the expense of accuracy. Values 

of 2 or 3 grant light but accurate elaboration. 

Drop frames: this parameter affects the actual number of frames being processed. A value of 

0 means every frame is analyzed. A value of 1 means one frame is analyzed out of two. A 

value of 2 means one frame analyzed out of three. When reaction speed isn’t critical, inserting 

drop frames can save some CPU cycles. 

Presence thresholds 

This section’s parameters allow to trim the sensitivity 

of the presence detection process. 

Too much sensitivity leads to “detection of ghosts”, 

too little sensitivity leads to missed presence detections. 

Luma: this parameter sets the luminance threshold (see Imaga analysis concepts/Presence 

buffer). 

Weight: while the analysis process calculates the position and weight of each presence 

center, every center whose weight is under this threshold is discarded. This parameter is 

intended to avoid the detection of blobs too small – a value of 1 means only 1 pixel sized blobs 

will be discarded. 

Motion thresholds 

The same as in “presence thresholds”, but applied at 

the motion buffer.  

Reference frame  

This section is about the reference frame acquisition. 

By default, the reference buffer is the first frame 
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acquired from the video source. 

Take: the pression of this button forces the explicit acquisition of a new reference frame – i.e. 

the current frame is stored and used from now as a reference frame. 

Autoacquire: this check box enables the Reference Frame Auto-take Process. 

Time: allows to set the time for the Reference Frame Auto-take Process. The process waits for 

this time and then automatically stores a new reference frame. The elapsed time is displayed 

by a progress indicator. If the system detects any movement in the video stream, the 

autoacquire timer is reset. 

Interaction areas 

This section allows to configure and manage the 

interaction areas. All the areas are listed in the table. 

By default, each area reacts both to presence and 

motion. Double-clicking on the row of an area you 

can toggle reactivity – it cycles between “both 

presence and motion”, “presence only” and “motion 

suals/Interaction ares” check box isn’t checked you won’t see any area in the 

eft corner of the output 

lected area is 

ist and glows on the output window. 

Delete All: removes all the areas. 

only”. 

Beware: if the “Vi

output window.  

Add: this button creates a default new squared area close to the top l

window. This area can be edited and moved around the video frame. 

Delete Selected: this button removes the currently selected area. The se

highlighted in the interaction areas L

Data transmission 

This section allow to configure the transmission of 

the results of the analysis process. Each analyz

sends data through the UDP protocol, and th

er 

e 

ded in each 

e Data 

 sent. Use 

hom the data will be sent. Address and 

packets are OpenSound Control compliant. 

Id: this button allow to set the Id number of the 

current analyzer. This number is embed

packet sent by the analyzer (se

transmission/Packet formats). 

Remote address: this button allows to set the IP address to whom the data will be

127.0.0.1 (localhost) if the target application runs on the same machine of Mocolo. 

Remote port: this button allow to set the port to w
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port univocally determines the target application. 

Send areas data: data about interaction areas are sent only when this box is checked. 

Send COGs data: global presence and motion barycentres data packets are sent only when 

ed. 

is box is checked. 

Select all/Deselect all: sets or resets all the previous check boxes. 

Visual output area 

ut right-clicking on an analyzer’s output 

 area (only appears when right-clicking on an area): deletes the selected interactive 

: adds a new vertex to the 

cted area. If the area has only three vertexes, deleting one of them means 

 video source. 

emove grabber: removes the selected video source. 

 

this box is checked. 

Send presence data: presence centers list packets are sent only when this box is check

Send motion data: motion centers list packets are sent only when th

This area, as the name states, is mainly for output, b

window you can bring up a context sensitive menu. 

Add area: adds a squared interactive area to the analyzer. 

Delete

area. 

Add vertex (only appears when right-clicking on an area’s edge)

interactive area. Vertexes can be moved dragging them around. 

Delete vertex (only appears when right-clicking on an area’s vertex): removes the selected 

vertex from the sele

removing the area. 

Edit grabber properties: allows configuring the clicked

R
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Starting from scratch 

Usually you begin by defining a new video source. Click the “Sources/Add” button. A list of all 

available sources is displayed. Select one by double-clicking 

(or just select a source and press OK). 

At this point Mocolo brings up the configuration dialogs of the 

selected source. These dialogs are exposed by the DirectShow 

filter representing your source and your source’s output pin. 

First you see the – possibility less important – filter’s dialog. 

Closing this one, the output pin’s dialog is displayed – this is usually the place where you can 

configure resolution and frame rate. These dialog can be accessed anytime via “Source/Edit” 

button. 

The selected source is now displayed in the “Monitored Video Sources” frame, along with a 

summary of its settings. 

This source is also displayed in the visual 

feedback area, where you can see the video 

stream being analyzed. 

At this point all the analyzer’s parameters are set to default 

values. 

If something goes wrong while connecting to a video source, 

instead of the expected video feed a monoscope is displayed. 
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